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ABSTRACT: Chlorinated ethenes are toxic groundwater contaminants.
Although they can be dechlorinated by microorganisms, reductive
dehalogenases, and their corrinoid cofactor, biochemical reaction
mechanisms remain unsolved. This study uncovers a mechanistic shift
revealed by contrasting compound-specific carbon (ε13C) and chlorine
(ε37Cl) isotope effects between perchloroethene, PCE (ε37Cl = −4.0‰)
and cis-dichloroethene, cis-DCE (ε37Cl = −1.5‰), and a pH-dependent
shift for trichloroethene, TCE (from ε37Cl = −5.2‰ at pH 12 to ε37Cl =
−1.2‰ at pH 5). Different pathways are supported also by pH-dependent
reaction rates, TCE product distribution, and hydrogen isotope effects.
Mass balance deficits revealed reversible and irreversible cobalamin-
substrate association, whereas high-resolution mass spectrometry
narrowed down possible structures to chloroalkyl and chlorovinyl
cobalamin complexes. Combined experimental evidence is inconsistent
with initial electron transfer or alkyl or vinyl complexes as shared intermediates of both pathways. In contrast, it supports
cobalamin chlorocarbanions as key intermediates from which Cl− elimination produces vinyl complexes (explaining rates and
products of TCE at high pH), whereas protonation generates less reactive alkyl complexes (explaining rates and products of TCE
at low pH). Multielement isotope effect analysis holds promise to identify these competing mechanisms also in real
dehalogenases, microorganisms, and even contaminated aquifers.

KEYWORDS: outer-sphere single-electron transfer, reductive dehalogenation, kinetic isotope effect, groundwater contamination,
chlorinated ethenes, trichloroethene, mechanistic study, cobalamin

Chlorinated ethenes are important chemical intermediates
in degreasing and dry-cleaning agents, and they rank

among the most frequent groundwater contaminants.1 They
can enter the subsurface through accidents and improper
handling. Because of their high density and low water solubility,
they tend to accumulate as pure-phase pools at the confining
layer of aquifers leading to long-lasting groundwater contam-
inations. Highly chlorinated ethenes are rather persistent under
oxic conditions but are conducive to biotic reductive
dehalogenation in anoxic zones of aquifers.2 Natural or
engineered biodegradation does not always achieve complete
dehalogenation, however.3 Biodegradation involves sequential
replacement of chlorine by hydrogen so that perchloroethene
(PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE) are transformed to more
problematic cis-dichloroethene (cis-DCE) and vinyl chloride
(VC), before harmless ethene is formed. While some
microorganisms of the genus Dehalococcoides are able to
achieve complete dehalogenation, most microorganisms stop
at the stage of cis-DCE or VC.4 This raises the question for the

underlying (bio)chemical degradation mechanism and why
transformation frequently stops at the stage of these more
problematic daughter compounds. The key must lie in the
reaction chemistry of cobalamin (vitamin B12) because this
enzymatic cofactor lies at the heart of practically all reductive
dehalogenases (Rdases) identified to date.5 A possible role of
the lower axial ligand at the Co center was highlighted in
dechlorination with Dehalococcoides mccartyi, where amend-
ment with a 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole base resulted in
complete cis-DCE, whereas amendment with other ligands
did not.6 In contrast, crystal structures of Rdases from
Sulfurospirillum multivorans and Nitratireductor pacificus suggest
that this base is not even ligated with the Co center.7−9 Despite
this evidence and much research on putative reaction
intermediates of cobalamin and its functional mimics
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(cobaloxime, tetraphenylporphyrin cobalt (TPP)Co),10−17 and
despite even the first elucidation of reductive dehalogenase
enzyme structures,7−9 a consistent picture of the underlying
reaction biochemistry of chlorinated ethenes has still not been
determined. Three different reductive dechlorination mecha-
nisms have been brought forward:10 1. (inner-sphere)
nucleophilic addition;18 2. electron transfer (either
inner-8,19−21 or outer-sphere;7,9,22,23 3. (inner-sphere) nucleo-
philic substitution.10,24

The nucleophilic addition and substitution pathways are
motivated by the observation of pH-dependent reaction
kinetics,18 by the detection of alkyl and vinyl vitamin B12
complexes from (low resolution) mass spectrometry,22,25 and
by the observation that typical product spectra are obtained
from synthesis and subsequent reaction of such intermedi-
ates.10,16,22,25,26 Conversely, the hypothesis of single-electron
transfer is based on the detection of trichlorovinyl radicals
during the reaction of vitamin B12 with TCE.15,22,23,26,27

Furthermore, studies of the reductive dehalogenase PceA
from Sulfurospirillum multivorans9,24 favor an outer-sphere
single-electron transfer (OS-SET) based on a Co(II)-to-TCE
distance of 5.8 Å. EPR evidence for a direct interaction of the
halogen atom and Co in reductive dehalogenation of aromatic
phenols by the reductive dehalogenase NpRdhA of Nitratir-
eductor pacificus supports an inner-sphere SET mechanism;8

DFT-based computational calculations simulated this mecha-
nistic scenario also for chlorinated ethenes.21 Conversely, the
absence of such EPR observations in reductive dehalogenation
of PCE by PceA from Sulfurospirillum multivorans was
interpreted as evidence for an outer-sphere SET mechanism.7

An inner-sphere two-electron transfer via a halogenophilic
substitution, finally, has been proposed for halogenated
aromatic compounds (not shown in Scheme 1).19

The difficulty in coming up with a coherent mechanistic
picture for even the simplest model of reductive biotransfor-
mationchlorinated ethene reduction by vitamin B12

presents, therefore, a major obstacle in advancing our
understanding of reaction mechanisms in dehalogenases, or
even whole organisms. The research need exists for additional
experimental evidence to integrate existing observations in a
coherent mechanistic picture, to subsequently transfer such
insight from model systems to real environmental systems and
to demonstrate, thereby, that the same reaction mechanisms
prevail in enzymes, or real organisms.
Multiple element compound-specific isotope effect analysis

(CSIA) of chlorinated ethenes offers an underexplored
opportunity from geochemistry28 to answer both questions
and to close the gap between mechanistic insight from model
systems, enzymes and organisms.29 Isotope ratios of carbon
(13C/12C), chlorine (37Cl/35Cl) and hydrogen (2H/1H) can be
measured at their natural isotopic abundance (i.e., without
isotope label) in samples taken along a (bio) chemical reaction
and can be expressed as difference relative to an international
reference.

δ =
−

C
C C C C

C C

( / / )

/
13

13
Sample

12 13
Reference

12

13
Reference

12
(1)

δ δ δΔ = −C CC13 13 13
initial (2)

Here, (13C/12CReference) and sample (13C/12CSample) are the
isotope ratios of an international reference and of the sample,
and δ13C and δ13Cinitial are isotope values of samples taken at a
given time point and at the beginning of the reaction,
respectively. Recent analytical advances30−32 have made it
possible to analyze such isotope ratios for chlorine (37Cl/35Cl)
and hydrogen (2H/1H) in chlorinated ethenes; analogous
equations apply for these elements. Compound-specific isotope
effects are subsequently evaluated for each element according
to33,34

δ δ ε= + ·C C C f[ ln ]13 13
initial

13
(3)

Scheme 1. Suggested Reaction Mechanisms for Reductive Dehalogenation of TCE: (1) Nucleophilic Addition; (2) Single-
Electron Transfer; (3) Nucleophilic Substitutiona

aHere, “-e−, + H+” indicate an electron transfer followed by protonation, whereas “[H]” indicates abstraction of a hydrogen radical.
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where f is the fraction of reactant remaining and ε13C is the so-
called enrichment factor which expresses the difference in
transformation rates of light and heavy isotopologues and
which is equivalent to a compound-specific kinetic isotope
effect 12k/13k. Specifically, a value, for example, of ε13C =
−10‰, means that molecules containing 13C react by 10 per
milleor one percentslower than those with 12C corre-
sponding to a compound-average kinetic isotope effect of
12k/13k = 1.01. For chlorine and hydrogen, analogous
expressions are valid.35 When plotting changes in isotope
ratios of two elements against each other, a dual-element
isotope plot is obtained. Its slope λ = Δδ13C/Δδ37Cl ≈ ε13C/
ε37Cl ≈ (12k/13k − 1)/(35k/37k − 1) expresses the magnitude of
isotope effects of different elements relative to each other and
is, therefore, a sensitive tool to distinguish different reaction
mechanisms.36−40 Indeed, a recent computational study
brought forward in this journal suggests that dual-element
isotope analysis may provide the key evidence necessary to
distinguish different mechanisms of chlorinated ethene
reduction by cob(I)alamin.24 However, even though several
studies have recently determined compound-specific isotope
effects of carbon,41−44 chlorine,41−44 and even hydrogen45 for
chlorinated ethenes in reductive dehalogenation by vitamin B12,
enzymes, and bacteria,41−44,46−48 interpretations remain
inconclusive: the variability of isotope effects has not been
systematically investigated; observed isotope effects have not
been combined with “classical” mechanistic probes such as
reactivity trends and detection of intermediates. Finally, the

approach has not been pursued to rationalize product
formation (e.g., why reactions often stop at the stage of cis-
DCE).
With the aim to derive a consistent mechanistic picture for

the conflicting mechanisms of Scheme 1, this study, therefore,
combines all available lines of evidence: reactivity trends and
multielement (C, H, Cl) isotope effects of chlorinated ethenes
with different molecular structures (PCE, TCE, cis-DCE);
detection of intermediates by high-resolution mass spectrom-
etry, radical trap experiments, and mass balance deficit analysis;
and changes in the relative contribution of various pathways
upon changes in reaction conditions (pH between 5 and 12).
The mechanistic insights gained from this study are then
explored for their ability to explain reactivity trends and
product formation and to answer why biodegradation of
chlorinated ethenes often stops at cis-DCE or VC.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals. A list of all chemicals, including sources and

purification procedures, is provided in the Supporting
Information.

Kinetics, Isotope Effects, and Product Formation in
Dehalogenation of Chlorinated Ethenes by Vitamin B12
at Different pH. For a detailed description, see the Supporting
Information. Briefly, a pH-specific buffer solution (pH between
5 to 12) was prepared, degassed with nitrogen, and PCE, TCE,
or cis-DCE were added in an anoxic glovebox. In parallel,
titanium(III)chloride was dissolved in water, the solution was

Figure 1. Different carbon vs chlorine isotope effects in reaction of PCE and cis-DCE with vitamin B12. Isotopic enrichment factors ε of chlorine (a)
and carbon (b) for PCE and cis-DCE in reaction with vitamin B12 were obtained according to eq 3 by fitting changes in isotope values against the
remaining fraction of substrate. (c) The different trends in isotope effects are represented in the dual-element isotope plot which combines carbon
and chlorine isotope values from the reaction of vitamin B12 with PCE and cis-DCE.
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Figure 2. Trends in TCE chlorine isotope effects and observed product ratios indicate a change in the dechlorination mechanism with vitamin B12.
Isotope enrichment factors of carbon (a) and chlorine (b) for TCE in reaction with vitamin B12 were obtained by fitting changes of isotope values
against the remaining fraction of TCE substrate according to eq 3. (Data on OS-SET are from ref 59.) (c) pH-dependent variation in carbon and
chlorine isotope effects of TCE represented in a carbon/hydrogen dual-element isotope plot, (d) pH-dependent variation of carbon and hydrogen
isotope effects of TCE represented in a carbon/hydrogen dual-element isotope plot. (e) Changes of chlorine isotope enrichment factors of TCE with
pH (note that a more negative value indicates a stronger isotope effect). (f) Changes in second-order rate constants of TCE with pH. (g) cis-DCE-
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degassed with nitrogen, sodium citrate was added, and the pH
adjusted. The reaction was started by combining the
chlorinated ethene solution, the Ti(III)citrate solution, and
vitamin B12 to give concentrations of about 1 mM chlorinated
ethene, between 15 μM and 325 μM vitamin B12 and about 25
mM Ti(III) citrate. Reactions were conducted in the dark.
Samples for concentration, as well as carbon- and chlorine
isotope measurements were removed at selected time-points
either by headspace sampling with a pressure lock syringe or by
taking liquid samples in which the reaction was stopped
through hydrogen peroxide addition.
Experiments To Detect Complex Formation between

Vitamin B12 and TCE by Direct Injection-Mass Spec-
trometry (DI-MS) and Analysis of Mass Balance Deficits.
To capture intermediates, experiments at different pH were
conducted with stoichiometric amounts of prereduced vitamin
B12 and without Ti(III) as bulk reductant. Mass balance deficits
were determined as the difference between (a) initial TCE; (b)
remaining TCE; (c) volatile products (not observed under
stoichiometric conditions); and (d) reversibly associated TCE
that could be recovered by exhaustive sparging of the solution.
A detailed description is provided in the Supporting
Information.
Analytical Methods. A detailed description of concen-

tration analysis, isotope analysis (carbon, chlorine, and
hydrogen), and high-resolution mass spectrometry is provided
in the Supporting Information. Briefly, concentrations were
analyzed by gas chromatography−mass spectrometry (GC-
MS), and isotope values by gas chromatography coupled to an
isotope ratio mass spectrometer (GC-IRMS). 13C/12C and
2H/1H ratios were determined after peak separation and
combustion to CO2

49 or reduction to H2,
50 respectively,

whereas 37Cl/35Cl ratios were determined after gas chromato-
graphic separation by direct analysis of intact CE isotopologue
molecules.30,51

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Isotope Effects and Reactivity Trends Indicate Differ-
ent Reaction Mechanisms for PCE and cis-DCE. To probe
for the occurrence of different transformation mechanisms as
hypothesized in Scheme 1 and brought forward in previous
studies,18,22 vitamin B12-catalyzed dehalogenation was inves-
tigated for the chlorinated ethenes PCE and cis-DCE with
titanium citrate as bulk reductant at different pH (6.5 to 11).
Increasing pH values resulted in opposing reactivity trends for
PCE and cis-DCE, where second-order rate constants were
derived for “S” = PCE, TCE, cis-DCE and “catalyst” = vitamin
B12 according to d[S]/dt = −k·[S]·[catalyst]. These second-
order rate constants increased for PCE (pH 6.5: k = 115 ± 15
(M catalyst)−1·s−1; pH 9: k = 176 ± 14 (M catalyst)−1·s−1; pH
11: k = 270 ± 41 (M catalyst)−1·s−1) whereas they decreased
for cis-DCE (from pH 6.5: k = 0.03 ± 0.006 (M catalyst)−1·s−1

over pH 9: k = 0.0008 ± 0.0002 (M catalyst)−1·s−1 to pH 11:
hardly any degradation at all). The greater rate constants of
PCE compared to cis-DCE are in perfect agreement with those
of previous studies (e.g., PCE pH 9.0 k= 155 ± 21 M−1·s−1; cis-
DCE pH 9.0 k = 0.0006 ± 0.0001 M−1·s−1).18 Conversely, the

different nature of relative reactivity (trends of decreasing rates
of PCE at lower pH vs increasing rates of cis-DCE) indicate the
occurrence of different underlying reaction mechanisms.
In agreement with these opposing reactivity trends, also

carbon and chlorine isotope effects showed pronounced
differences between the two compounds. Large carbon and
small chlorine isotope effects were detected for cis-DCE (ε13C
= −28.4‰ ± 1.1‰; ε37Cl = −1.5‰ ± 0.2‰; Figure 1a,b),
whereas reaction of vitamin B12 with PCE resulted in smaller
carbon but much greater chlorine isotope effects (ε13C =
−16.6‰ ± 2.7‰ to −17.0‰ ± 1.2‰; ε37Cl = −4.0‰ ±
0.4‰ to −4.2‰ ± 0.4‰; Figure 1a and b). (Note that these
differences cannot be explained by the number of chlorine
atoms in the molecules: when taking into account a “dilution”
by nonreacting positions,34 the discrepancy in intrinsic chlorine
isotope effects (2·(−1.5‰) = −3‰ vs 4·(−4‰) = −16‰)
would be even more pronounced). The trend is also
represented in the dual-element isotope plot of Figure 1c,
where the small chlorine isotope effects in reaction of cis-DCE
resulted in a steep slope of λ = Δδ13C/Δδ37Cl = 18.2 ± 2.2,
whereas the larger chlorine isotope effects in PCE gave rise to a
much flatter slope (λ = 3.9 ± 0.4 to 4.2 ± 0.3). The pH value of
the reaction solution had no influence on the carbon and
chlorine isotope effects of PCE. Taken together, both lines of
evidence point to different reaction mechanisms in the
reductive dehalogenation of PCE vs cis-DCE. The increasing
reaction rates of PCE with increasing pH can be explained with
the increasing reduction potential of titanium(III) citrate52

and−consequently−a higher steady-state concentration of CoI

(where we have considered that the redox potential of CoI does
not change above pH 4.753,54). The opposite trend for cis-DCE,
in contrast, indicates that its reactivity must be governed by a
different underlying mechanism and that the reaction rate of
this mechanism is accelerated by the presence of H+. Further,
the strong chlorine isotope effect in PCE indicates that a C−Cl
bond must be cleaved in the rate-determining step of PCE
dehalogenation, whereas the small chlorine isotope effect (in
conjunction with a large carbon isotope effect) in cis-DCE
indicates that a different chemical step involving carbon, but
not chlorine atoms was rate-determining in reduction of cis-
DCE.

Isotope Effects and Reactivity Trends Indicate a pH-
Dependent Mechanistic Shift in Reaction of TCE. To
further probe for the observed pH-dependency in reductive
chlorinated ethene dehalogenation by vitamin B12, experiments
were conducted with TCE between pH 5 and 12. TCE contains
one dichlorovinylidene group (CCl2) like in PCE and one
chlorovinylidene group (CHCl) like in cis-DCE, and its
redox potential (CHClCCl2(aq) + 2e− + H+ → CHCl
CHCl(aq) + Cl−(aq); −0.67 V vs the standard hydrogen
electrode) has been computed to lie between PCE (CCl2
CCl2(aq) + 2e− + H+ → CHCl = CCl2(aq) + Cl−(aq); −0.60 V)
and cis-DCE (CHClCHCl(aq) + 2e− + H+ → CH2
CHCl(aq) + Cl−(aq);; −1.012 V).55 The reactivity trend of TCE
was analogous to PCE: a decrease in pH resulted in a reduction
of TCE reaction rates, where the decline was particularly drastic
below pH 8 (Figure 2f). Remarkably, this trend was also
accompanied by a change in observable TCE chlorine isotope

Figure 2. continued

to-trans-DCE ratio versus pH. (h) Formation of chlorinated and nonchlorinated products versus pH (where numbers (11, 12, 15, and 16)
correspond to structures in Scheme 2).
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effects, where the change was again particularly pronounced at
pH 8 (Figure 2e). While carbon isotope effects showed only a
small variation (ε13C = −15.8‰ ± 0.9‰ to −17.5‰ ± 1.0‰;
Figure 2a) chlorine isotope effects of TCE decreased
dramatically from ε37Cl = −5.2‰ ± 0.4‰ at pH 11 to ε37Cl
= −1.2‰ ± 0.1‰ at pH 5 (Figure 2b,e). The observed carbon
isotope enrichment factors ε13C are consistent with those of
previous studies.41,42,56−58 Variation of chlorine isotope enrich-
ment factors, ε37Cl, in contrast, was much greater than
previously observed,41,42,56−58 indicating a hitherto unrecog-
nized shift to a different reaction mechanism in the reduction of
TCE. This shift is also visualized in the dual-element isotope
plot of Figure 2e, where the slope λ = Δδ13C/Δδ37Cl increased
with decreasing pH (from λ = 3.3 ± 0.1 to 12.4 ± 1.4; Figure
2e).
The large chlorine isotope effect at high pH is indicative of a

mechanism that involves C−Cl bond cleavage. In contrast, the
small chlorine isotope effect at low pH indicates a different

mechanism which, like in the case of cis-DCE, does not involve
C−Cl bond cleavage in the rate-determining step and which is
accelerated by the presence of [H+]. The role of protonation in
this mechanistic shift is emphasized by an additional experi-
ment conducted with vitamin B12 in deuterated water at pH 9.0,
which resulted in the greatest chlorine isotope effect (ε37Cl =
−6.8‰ ± 0.4‰; Figure 2b) and the smallest slope (λ = 2.8 ±
0.2; Figure 2c) of all observations. Hence, the lower reaction
rate of D+ ions slowed down the alternative pathway to the
same, or an even greater extent, than a smaller concentration of
H+ ions imposed by the change of pH. Such a change in
mechanism is further supported by carbon/hydrogen dual-
element isotope fractionation trends (Figure 2d) where also
different slopes with changing pH are detected (for further
discussion see below).
The results of the two sets of experiments with PCE/cis-DCE

(Figure 1) and with TCE (Figure 2) are strikingly consistent.
Both give evidence of different reaction mechanisms which are

Figure 3. Evidence of reversible and irreversible complex formation (a,b) and complementary evidence of Cob(II)alamin chlorovinyl- and
chloroalkyl-complexes high-resolution mass spectra (c,d). Stoichiometric amounts of TCE and prereduced Cob(I)alamine were brought to reaction
at pH 11 (panel a) and pH 3 (panel b). The mass balance deficit between equilibrium TCE concentrations (from headspace analysis) and exhaustive
extraction of TCE (from purge and trap analysis) gives the concentration of reversibly formed TCE-Cob(I)alamin complexes. The remaining mass
balance deficit is interpreted as evidence of irreversibly formed TCE−cobalamin complexes. High-resolution mass spectra of the reaction products
from doubly 13C-labeled TCE with vitamin B12 at pH value 11 (panel c) and 2 (panel d). Note that the spectra are recorded in double-negative
(panel c) or double-positive mode (panel d) so that a difference in m/z of 0.5 corresponds to a difference in one atomic mass unit. Complete mass
spectra are provided in the Supporting Information (S4a,b).
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reflected by a different magnitude of chlorine isotope effects,
and both have in common that the mechanistic path that is
associated with a small chlorine isotope effect is accelerated by
H+.
pH-Dependent Product Distribution Supports a

Mechanistic Shift in TCE Transformation. Figure 2g,h
demonstrate that this mechanistic dichotomy is also reflected in
the pattern of TCE product distribution. Identical products, but
drastic changes in their quantity, were found between high and
low pH values (Figure S2a and b), which is consistent with, but
exceeds previous observations by Glod et al.22 Degradation of
TCE at pH 6 resulted in around 80% chlorinated products,
whereas less than 15% nonchlorinated products were formed
(remaining TCE 2%). In contrast, over 50% nonchlorinated
products, mainly ethene, and less than 40% chlorinated
products were produced at high pH (remaining TCE 5%).
Figure 2g further shows that even the cis- to trans-DCE ratio
changed significantly with pH. It has been recognized that the
preference of cis- over trans-DCE may derive from different
intermediates26,46,59,60 and that the exact ratio of cis- over trans-
DCE may serve as indicator of competing mechanisms.60

Hence, our data suggests that different intermediates were
involved as precursors to these isomers depending on pH.
Experiments with d7-isopropanol as radical trap,27 finally,
yielded more deuterated cis- and trans-DCE at pH 6.5 than at
pH 9, revealing a greater steady-state concentration of
dichlorovinyl radicals at pH 6.5 (Figure S2c). While such
radicals have previously been taken as evidence of an initial
SET mechanism,22,23 they may alternatively also derive from
decomposition of intermediate cobalamin vinyl complexes (see
Scheme 1). Therefore, even though we reproduced in our study
the observation of previous studies and were able to trap such
radicals (Figure S2c), we conclude that they cannot provide
conclusive evidence about the initial reaction step at this point.
Mass Balance Deficits Indicate Formation of Rever-

sible and Irreversible Vitamin B12−TCE Complexes. To
probe for reaction intermediates associated with either
mechanism, experiments were conducted in the absence of
Ti(III) citrate so that putative cob(I)alamin−TCE complexes
would not be further reduced but could be captured by targeted
analysis. To this end, cob(III)alamin was prereduced with zinc,
and the pure cob(I)alamin was subsequently added to
stoichiometric amounts of TCE in water at pH 3 and 11.
These extreme pH values were chosen to probe for the putative
endmember mechanisms. Besides TCE, no other volatile
compounds were detected. To probe for reversibly formed
complexes from cob(I)alamin and TCE, the mass balance
deficit was determined between TCE concentrations sampled
from the headspace of reaction vials and TCE concentrations
sampled through exhaustive extraction of aqueous samples by
Purge and Trap (P&T) at the same time point. Whereas
headspace analysis gave the concentration of TCE in
equilibrium with any reversible complexes, P&T analysis
determined the maximum amount of TCE that could be
extracted from these equilibria. In both cases, measurements
were calibrated with standards treated in an identical way. In
the presence of vitamin B12, calibrated P&T concentrations
were much higher than headspace concentrations (Figure 3a,b).
This reveals the formation of reversibly formed TCE-cobal-
amine complexes in which TCE was captured and from which
it could be extracted. Besides this reversible complex formation,
an additional mass balance deficit was observed. Because no
other products were detected, any mismatch must be

attributable to the presence of vitamin B12. We, therefore,
attribute this deficit to additional irreversible cob(I)alamin−
TCE complex formation. Figure 3a,b, moreover, illustrate a
pronounced pH dependence of the associated kinetics.
Whereas formation of both complexes was fast at high pH, at
low pH reversible complexes were also produced, but
transformation into irreversible complexes was much slower.

High-Resolution Mass Spectra Give Evidence of
Cob(II)alamin Chloroalkyl and Chlorovinyl Complexes.
To further explore the chemical nature of these complexes,
UV−vis (Figure S3a,b) and high-resolution MS (Figure 3c,d
and S4a,b) measurements were conducted. At both pH values,
reduction of cob(III)alamin to cob(I)alamin resulted in a shift
of the absorption maximum from 370 to 390 nm, consistent
with trends previously established by Glod et al.22 Hence, the
reaction of TCE and cob(I)alamin caused the disappearance of
the signal at 390 nm and formation of maxima at 310 and 470
nm, which originate from cob(II)alamin complexes15,22,61 Both
pH values triggered these changes indicating that either high
pH or low pH enabled the formation of a complex from TCE
and cob(I)alamin.
High-resolution mass spectra from direct injection of

reaction solutions into an Orbitrap mass spectrometer were
obtained in double-negative mode at pH 11 (Figure 3c) and in
double-positive mode at pH 2 (Figure 3d). In both cases, TCE
labeled with two 13C atoms was brought to reaction with
prereduced cob(I)alamine. Mass spectra of chlorinated alkyl,
vinyl, and acetylene complexes of cob(II)alamin were observed
at both pH values as well as the spectra of chlorinated C4-
complexes at pH 2. Assessing the relative contribution of alkyl
vs vinyl vs acetylene complexes in dependence on pH is
difficult, because elimination of HCl in the electrospray ion
source can convert one type into the other so that the mass
spectra do not necessarily reflect proportions of solution
chemistry. Even so, strong agreement between experimental
and predicted mass spectra at 712.2 m/z and 730.2 m/z (high
pH, Figure 3c) and at 713.7 m/z and 731.7 m/z (low pH,
Figure 3d) could substantiate the formation of vinyl- and alkyl-
cob(II)alamin-complexes from direct addition of cob(I)alamin
to TCE (Figure 3a,b). These results are consistent with, but
exceed, previous observations by Lesage et al.25 who employed
low instead of high-resolution mass spectrometry, and who
detected chlorinated vinyl-complexes, chlorinated C4-com-
plexes and nonchlorinated alkyl complexes, but not chlorinated
alkyl-complexes.

Experimental Evidence Is Not Consistent with Initial
Electron Transfer (Either Inner or Outer Sphere). The
combined experimental evidence from reactivity trends, isotope
effects, product distribution, and detection of intermediates can
serve to test and discard current mechanistic hypotheses
(Scheme 1). A direct electron transfer (ET) as initial step
(either inner or outer sphere) is an unlikely scenario for the
following reasons. In the mechanism prevailing with TCE at
low pH, an ET would be inconsistent with reactivity trends:
whereas the low pH-mechanism was accelerated with decreasing
pH, an ET would be slowed with decreasing pH owing to the
decreasing redox potential of Ti(III)citrate.52 In the mechanism
prevailing with TCE at high pH, in turn, an outer sphere-SET
can be excluded, because the large chlorine isotope effects of
this study (Figure 2) are inconsistent with the small, or even
nonexistent chlorine isotope effects observed in outer sphere-
SET of chlorinated ethenes in water (gray data in Figure 2).59

This conclusion is consistent with work of Costentin et al.62,63
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who observed that electrochemical rate constants of PCE and
TCE via SET differed strongly from those involving vitamin B12

and reductive dehalogenases, respectively, ruling out an SET
scenario for these catalysts and calling for more intimate
reactant-catalyst interactions. This leaves inner-sphere ET as
the remaining possible ET at high pH. An inner-sphere
interaction of cob(I)alamin with a halogen atom, as suggested
by Payne et al. for bromobenzenes,8 cannot involve an
unoccupied d-orbital of CoI. Instead, an occupied orbital of
cob(I)alamin must attack the antibinding orbital of the Cl−C
bond resulting in a homolytic or heterolytic cleavage producing
vinyl radicals or vinyl anions, as suggested by recent
computational predictions.20,21 This, however, would be in
contradiction to our observation of irreversibly, and even
reversibly, formed cob(I)alamin-TCE complexes as key
intermediates in reaction with TCE (Figures 3 and S2c). If
vinyl radicals and/or anions were formed, they would have to
combine quantitatively with free cobalamin to generate such
complexes. This is an unlikely scenario considering the
difficulty in the synthetic preparation of vinyl-cobalamin
complexes through this route10,16,22,25,26 and considering how
readily these radicals or carbanions can abstract H• or H+,
respectively, from surrounding molecules in solution. The
corresponding products (cis-DCE and trans-DCE), however,
where not observed in the experiment of Figure 3a,b. Hence,
single-electron transfer (either inner- or outer sphere) is not a
likely scenario for the initial step of TCE reduction by vitamin
B12.

The Occurrence of Two Pathways Cannot Be
Explained by Alkyl Cob(I)Alamin Complexes as Com-
mon Intermediates. Nucleophilic addition of cob(I)alamin
leads to alkyl complexes (upper path in Figure 1), which were
indeed observed by mass spectrometry (Figure 3c,d) which are
consistent with the observation of reversible complex
formationno C−Cl bond is cleaved, all steps are reversible
(Figure 3a,b)and which can explain the absence of chlorine
isotope effects at low pH (Figure 2). To explain vinyl
complexes, on the other hand, a one-step nucleophilic
substitution in analogy to SN2 reactions (Scheme 1) is an
unlikely scenario at a sp2 carbon center so that Rappoport64

suggested an addition−elimination or addition−protonation
with consecutive β-elimination as summarized in Scheme 2.
This raises the question whether the mechanistic shift observed
in our experiments can be explained by a common addition−
protonation mechanism with alkyl complexes (4 and isomers)
as key intermediates (as suggested by Pratt and van der
Donk26) which may either be further reduced to dichlor-
oethenes (11, 12) or may undergo β-elimination of HCl to
form vinyl complexes (7, 8 and isomers). Such a role of alkyl
complexes at the crossroads of competing pathways, however,
can be excluded for the following reasons. On the one hand,
this mechanism alone cannot explain the changes in mechanism
(and isotope effects) with pH, because both pathways would
involve [H+]. On the other hand, it cannot explain the observed
product distribution. Reduction of alkyl cob(II)alamin
complexes, as brought forward by Pratt and van der Donk26

would lead to 1,1,-DCE in the case of a 1,1,2-trichloroalkyl-

Scheme 2. Integrating Mechanism for Competing Pathways of Chlorinated Ethene Dehalogenation by Vitamin B12
a

aThe mechanism accommodates evidence from pH-dependent isotope effects (Figure 1 and 2), chlorinated ethene-vitamin B12 complexes (Figure 3)
(c), pH- dependent product formation (Figure 2g,h). Here, “-e−, + H+” indicate an electron transfer followed by protonation, whereas “[H]”
indicates abstraction of a hydrogen radical. A more detailed scheme illustrating the reaction paths at low and high pH separately is provided in
Scheme S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information.
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cobalamin complex (i.e., the intermediate originating from
protonation of intermediate 3, see the pathway at low pH
sketched in Scheme S1). This is in disagreement with the
observation that 1,1-DCE was hardly observed experimentally
(only to about 1%, see Figure S 2b). Alternatively, if a
cobalamin vinyl intermediate was formed by elimination of HCl
from the cobalamin alkyl complex 4, this would lead to a 1,1-
dichlorovinyl intermediate implying again that 1,1-DCE should
be the predominant product. (Note that in comparison, the
1,1,2-trichloroalkyl-cobalamin complex originating from proto-
nation of 3 would be much less reactive toward elimination of
HCl.) Hence, we conclude that rather than alkyl cobalamin
complexes, the competing pathways observed in this study
must involve a different common intermediate.
Cobalamin Carbanions as Key Intermediates Are

Consistent with Experimental Observations. Given that
we could rule out electron transfer, chlorovinyl complexes and
chloroalkyl complexes as crossroads of competing pathways,
Scheme 2 leaves carbanion complexes 2 and 3 as the remaining
possibility. Nucleophilic addition of cob(I)alamin leads to
either 2 or 3. Both carbanions can either be protonated
(addition−protonation), or eliminate Cl− (addition−elimina-
tion), and they can explain practically all observations of this
and previous studies, as laid out in the following.
Reversible and Irreversible Complex Formation (Figure

3a,b). Scheme 2 uses structural information from Figure 3c,d to
interpret the observation of reversible and irreversible complex
formation in Figure 3. Formation of cobalamin alkyl complexes
(e.g., 4) only involves reversible steps and is, therefore, overall
reversible, whereas C−Cl bond cleavage makes formation of
cobalamin chlorovinyl complexes (7, 8) irreversible. Hence,
Scheme 2 can explain our experimental observations of Figure 3
if chloroalkyl cobalamines are taken to be the reversibly formed
cobalamin complexes, whereas chlorovinyl cobalamins repre-
sent irreversibly formed complexes.
Absence of 1,1-DCE. Practically no 1,1-DCE was observed

(Figure S2b) implying that the carbanion 2 is almost exclusively
protonated, whereas the carbanion 3 eliminates Cl− to form
dichlorovinyl complexes, as observed by mass spectrometry
(Figure 3c,d). To explain this selectivity on the carbanion level,
conformations may be considered in a similar way as computed
for alkyl cobalamines in Pratt and Van Der Donk.26 As sketched
in Scheme 2, the energetically favored conformation in
intermediate 3 is expected to position the negative charge
exactly antiperiplanar to one of the two chlorine atoms
facilitating Cl− elimination and leading to cobalamin vinyl
complexes 7, 8. In contrast, Scheme 2 illustrates that
intermediate 2 is expected to maximize the Co−C−Cl angle
(115.6°26) to minimize interaction of the chlorine atom with
the corrin ring. Consequently, the negative charge is no longer
positioned antiperiplanar to the C−Cl bond so that elimination
is slowed and protonation is favored in comparison. Hence,
carbanion 2 may indeed be expected to be protonated to alkyl
cobalamine, whereas carbanion 3 would eliminate Cl− to form
vinyl cobalamine.
Mechanistic Shift/Change in Chlorine Isotope Effects with

pH (Figure 2). According to Scheme 2 and Scheme S1, low pH
makes protonation of 2 (k2) rapid because of high [H+]
concentrations, whereas it makes deprotonation of 4 (k−2) slow
because of low [OH−] concentrationslikely slower than
subsequent reductionso that TCE becomes “trapped” in the
alkyl complex 4 (but can, in the absence of a reduction agent,
still be recovered by P&T, see Figure 3). This can explain the

small chlorine isotope effects observed at low pH, because no
C−Cl bond cleavage is involved in the protonation. At high pH,
in contrast, protonation of 2 is slower (by a factor of 106

between pH 5 and 11), whereas deprotonation of 4 is faster
(also by a factor of 106 between pH 5 and 11) so that 2 can
dissociate back to TCE (Figure S5). Subsequently, (sterically
hindered) attack of cob(I)alamin can take place at the other,
geminal (CCl2) position of TCE to form 3 in a reversible
reaction. Intermediate 3, in turn, may eliminate chloride
forming 7 and 8, as discussed above. Because all reaction steps
prior to Cl− elimination are reversible, the pronounced chlorine
isotope effect of this C−Cl bond cleavage can be observed in
the substrate TCE at high pH.

Slow Reaction of Chloroalkyl Cobalamine Complexes
(Figure 3). The observation that reversibly formed chloroalkyl
cobalamine complexes were only slowly further reduced
(Figure 3b, Figure S2b) can be explained by the decreased
reduction potential of titanium citrate at low pH.52

Furthermore, Pratt and van der Donk suggested that the
alkyl-complex must first convert from the preferred “base on”
(E0 = −1.78 V vs NHE) to the “base off” configuration (E0 =
−0.94 V vs NHE) to be reduced.26 In contrast, the observation
that irreversibly formed cobalamin vinyl complexes were
quickly further transformed (Figure 3a, Figure S2a) is
consistent with predictions of Pratt and van der Donk that
their homolytic cleavage (0.27 V vs NHE65) is rapid leading to
vinyl radicals and chlorovinyl anions (Scheme 2). This can
explain the higher mass balance deficit at low vs high pH,
because more of the TCE was caught up in slowly reacting
cobalamin alkyl complexes (Figure 3, Figure S2).

Product Distribution Trends with pH (Figure 2g,h, Figure
S2). According to Scheme 2 and Scheme S2, high pH favors the
formation of cobalamin vinyl complexes 7 and 8 (Figure 3c,d).
Scheme 2 further illustrates that their subsequent reaction can
produce both chlorinated and nonchlorinated products as
observed in Figure 2h (11, 12, 15, and 16). In contrast, low pH
favors reversible formation of the alkyl complex, which only
reacts to chlorinated products, again consistent with observa-
tions of Figure 3b. Scheme 2 also highlights that the same
products, that is, cis-DCE (11) and trans-DCE (12), are
expected to originate from different possible intermediates
(alkyl cobalamin complexes vs radicals or carbanions) explain-
ing the pH dependency of cis-DCE/trans-DCE ratios observed
in Figure 2g. Finally, Scheme 2 delineates how chlorovinyl-
radicals 5, 6 or -anions 9, 10 can be formed from cobalamin
chlorovinyl complexes. On the one hand, chlorovinyl-radicals 5,
6 can react to cis- or trans-DCE through reduction of a second
electron, possibly provided from titanium citrate, and
subsequent protonation. On the other hand, they can form
cis- or trans-DCE by abstraction of a hydrogen atom from
surrounding molecules. This can explain why radicals could be
trapped with d7-isopropanol in our and previous studies, where
they were interpreted as evidence of an initial single-electron
transfer mechanism.18,22,27,65−67 The competing pathways of
Scheme 2 can also explain why only a finite proportion of
products from TCE carried the deuterium label from radical
traps in a previous study;27 the other part was likely formed via
the addition−protonation pathway of Scheme 2 which does not
involve radicals. Finally, at lower pH the lifetime of these
radicals (and, hence the probability of trapping them) increases
with the decreasing reduction potential of titanium citrate52

explaining why more deuterated dichloroethenes were trapped
at pH 6.5 than at pH 9 (Figure S2c). In contrast, negligible
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amounts of trapped productsas observed for cis-DCE and VC
by Glod et al.18would be expected if the reaction was
completely dominated by the addition−protonation pathway.
Hydrogen Isotope Effects (Figure 2d, Figure S1). Inverse

hydrogen isotope effects were observed indicating that TCE
with 1H reacted more slowly than with 2H. Such secondary
inverse hydrogen isotope effects were previously observed in
biodegradation of TCE45 and are a hallmark of a change from
sp2 to sp3 hybridization leading to a more cramped
coordination environment around the C−H bond and thus
stiffer bending vibrations.68,69 Our observation that stronger
inverse hydrogen isotope effects were observed at pH 6.5 (εH =
+130‰ ± 14‰) compared with pH 9.0 (εH = +98‰ ± 6‰)
are indeed consistent with a more cramped coordination
environment in the transition state to cobalamin alkyl
complexes as opposed to smaller inverse hydrogen isotope
effects in the formation of carbanions. Therefore, hydrogen
isotope effects also support the mechanistic picture of Scheme
2.
Implications for Reactivity and Product Formation.

Our results suggest that the dual-element (C, Cl) isotope plot
of TCE (Figure 2) is a sensitive indicator of these competing
pathways (addition−elimination at high pH vs addition−
protonation at low pH) and may even allow estimating their
relative contribution (Figure S6). When transferring this insight
to data of PCE and cis-DCE, Figure 1c suggests that PCE is
mainly degraded via an addition−elimination reaction, whereas
cis-DCE reacts via the addition−protonation pathway. Accord-
ing to Scheme 2, the differences in reactivityand hence, the
question why cis-DCE and VC are less reactive than TCE and
PCEmay be traced back to cobalamin carbanions as key
intermediates. PCE contains two dichlorovinylidene groups (
CCl2) giving rise to conformations analogous to intermediate 2,
whereas cis-DCE contains two chlorovinylidene groups (
CHCl) groups leading to conformations like in intermediate 3.
The addition−protonation pathway is consistent with the
mechanism originally brought forward for cis-DCE and VC by
Glod et al.,22 whereas for TCE and PCE a single-electron
transfer mechanism has been favored until now.8,9,19 Notably,
Scheme 2 can also explain why 1,1-DCE showed a thousand-
fold higher reactivity and much higher proportions of trapped
radicals than cis-DCE or trans-DCE in ref 18: unlike cis-DCE or
trans-DCE, the compound 1,1-DCE contains a CCl2 group,
which makes it amenable to the addition−elimination pathway.
Hence, in a similar way as recently suggested by Ji et al.,24 this
study could indeed bring forward evidence from multielement
isotope analysis to pinpoint different reaction mechanisms of
chlorinated ethenes with vitamin B12even though we arrive at
slightly different mechanistic picture involving an addition−
elimination pathway instead of a concerted nucleophilic
substitution.
Relevance for Enzymatic and Bacterial Biodegrada-

tion of Chlorinated Ethenes. This raises the question
whether the same approach can be used to transfer mechanistic
insight into real-world systems like enzymes or dehalogenating
organisms. Can reaction mechanisms be compared even though
cofactor-catalysis is much slower than with enzymes, although
added vitamin B12 exceeds environmental concentrations, and
despite extreme pH values? Theory predicts that comparable
isotope effects are obtained as long as the manner and order of
bond changes in the chlorinated ethene is similarirrespective
of reaction rates or reaction partners. In other words, a reaction
in solution at extreme pH may mimic protonation/deprotona-

tion in an enzymatic pocket, whereas transformation at neutral
pH may mimic an enzyme reaction in the absence of such a
functionality. Still, intrinsic isotope effects may potentially be
modulated by (i) the diffusion of substrates inside the enzyme
core, (ii) interactions with amino acid residues, (iii) the
position of the lower ligand of vitamin B12 (base-on vs base-
off), as well as (iv) the necessity of products (i.e., the less
chlorinated product and the chloride ion) to diffuse out of the
enzymatic pocket.
First insight on the influence of such complicating factors can

be derived from a recent study by Renpenning et al. on carbon
and chlorine isotope effects with the reductive dehalogenase
(RDase) PceA from Sulfurospirillum multivorans.42 This PceA is
one of the best characterized RDases to date. It contains a cave-
like enzyme structure which introduces substrates in a specific
orientation to the active center hypothesized to facilitate OS-
SET.7,9 Isotope effects in PCE catalysis by the enzyme PceA
were indeed much smaller than with vitamin B12 suggesting that
diffusion into the enzyme channel was partially rate-
determining for this highly reactive substrate.42 Similarly
small isotope effects were obtained with whole organisms by
Badin et al.,48 whereas isotope effects with Desulf itobacterium
sp. strain Viet146 were fully expressed and agree perfectly with
those of the present study (λ = Δδ13C/Δδ37Cl = 3.8 ± 0.2 vs λ
= 3.9 to 4.2). Dual-element isotope trends of PCE, finally, were
slightly different in reaction with corrinoids that contained an
axial base (nor-B12 ; cyano-B12, λ = 4.6 to 5.0), compared with
corrinoids without (dicyanocobinamid, λ = 7.0).42

In contrast to these differences observed with PCE, observed
isotope effects of TCE are remarkably consistent in enzyme
catalysis by PceA from Sulfurospirillum multivorans. Dual-
element isotope trends with pure corrinoids (both “nor-B12”
and “norpseudo-B12) were similar to those of the present study
and earlier investigations41,45 with λ values clustering between
3.7 and 4.5, confirming that the axial base does not play a
decisive role. The corresponding λ values in enzymatic catalysis
by PceA (both “nor-B12” and “norpseudo-B12), λ = 5.0 and 5.3,
were indistinguishable within error from those of the
corrinoids. Figure 4 plots these experimental data together
with the trends obtained in this study with vitamin B12, and
with isotope effect trends for OS-SET model reagents.
Figure 4 illustrates that all isotope effect studies with

corrinoids and enzymes share pronounced chlorine isotope
effects, in contrast to nonexistent chlorine isotope effects
observed with aqueous outer-sphere single-electron transfer
agents.70 On the basis of this evidence, we have recently
concluded that outer-sphere electron transfer is an exception
rather than the rule in natural and engineered reductive
dehalogenation reactions,70 consistent with independent
conclusions brought forward by Saveant and co-workers.71

This conclusion certainly applies to the mechanism of PCE and
TCE with vitamin B12 in this study, and Figure 4 suggests it
should also apply to the reaction of TCE with PceA from
Sulfurospirillum multivorans, despite recent evidence for an OS-
SET.7 We, therefore, hypothesize that an OS-SET is not at
work in the PceA of Sulfurospirillum multivorans, but we favor
instead an addition−elimination mechanism as laid out in
Scheme 2.
Still, we caution that Figure 4 expresses the degree to which

C−Cl bond cleavage occurs in the rate-determining step of the
reaction. In a similar way as the steep slope λ with vitamin B12
reflects the addition−protonation mechanism with little
involvement of C−Cl cleavage, the steep slope in the OS-
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SET mechanism reflects a stepwise mechanism where SET
occurs into the π* orbital of the chlorinated ethene so that
subsequent C−Cl bond cleavage is decoupled. While absent in
water, we observed that chlorine isotope effects could partly be
recovered with OS-SET agents in organic solvents.70 Hence, if
the enzyme environment (i) keeps the reactants long enough
together to reverse the ET before C−Cl bond cleavage and (ii)
in addition, lets the majority of substrate molecules escape from
the enzyme pocket as unreacted substrate even af ter the ET has
occurred and has been reversed (otherwise the chlorine isotope
effect of the transition state of C−Cl bond cleavage would not
be observed!), this would still leave room for an OS-SET
mechanism as a hypothetical but rather unlikely scenario.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Pinpointing the reaction mechanism of reductive dechlorina-
tion of chlorinated ethenes in natural transformations is
intrinsically difficult. For experiments with the enzymatic
cofactor vitamin B12, this study combines evidence from
reaction rates, product formation, isotope effects, and trapped
intermediates to bring forward a reaction mechanism which
supports all available observations to date. Our results indicate
that after forming an intermediate complex of vitamin B12 and a
chlorinated ethene (PCE, TCE, and cis-DCE), two reaction
pathways are possible: 1. addition−elimination or 2. addition−
protonation. To answer the question why reductive degradation
of chlorinated ethenes often stops at the stage of cis-DCE or
VC, the integrating mechanism of Scheme 2, therefore, bears
the potential to provide consistent answers. Our experiments
with TCE suggest that the chloroalkyl cobalamin intermediates
of the addition−protonation pathway are of lower reactivity
than the chlorovinyl cobalamin intermediates of the chlorovinyl
cobalamin pathway offering a potential explanation for the
persistence of the respective substrates (cis-DCE, VC) at
contaminated sites.
The question remains whether these characteristic trends of

competing mechanisms (addition−elimination/addition−pro-

tonation) can also be identified in reductive dehalogenases or
real microorganisms. As discussed above, recently reported
isotope effects in TCE transformation with the enzyme PceA
from Sulfospirillum multivorans,42 and similar trends with whole
microorganisms41,43,45,46 hold promise to bridge this gap, and
they suggest an addition−elimination mechanism. Conversely,
further studies will be required to investigate whether first data
on cis-DCE and VC transformation may potentially be
indicative of an addition−protonation mechanism.47 The
characteristic dual-element isotope trends of Figures 1 and 2
clearly highlight multiple-element isotope analysis as a new
opportunity to bridge the gap and to demonstrate that a
mechanism characterized in the reaction flask also occurs on
the enzyme level in microorganisms−or at contaminated sites.
Labeled compounds are not required since isotope analysis is
conducted at natural isotopic abundance. Hence, the stage is set
for studies in more complex systems such as whole proteins or
microorganisms, to use multielement isotope effect measure-
ments to probe for the mechanistic dichotomy−addition−
elimination vs addition−protonation, as brought forward in this
contribution.
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